tures. Therefore, it is important t o determine how video segments are combined and what kind of coherence relations they are connected with. In this paper, we propose a method for estimating the discourse structure of video news reports.
INTRODUCTION
A large number of studies have been made on video analysis, especially segmentation, feature extraction, indexing, and classification. On the other hand, little attention has been given to the discourse structure (DS) of video data.
Various kinds of video recordings, such as dramas, documentaries, news reports, and sports castings, have discourse structures. In other words, each video segment of these video recordings is related to previous ones by some kind of relation (coherence relation) which determines the role of the video segments in discourse. For this reason, it is important to determine how video segments are combined and what kind of coherence relations they are connected with.
In this paper, we propose a new method for estimating the discourse structure of video news reports by using three kinds of clues in the transcript: (1) clue expressions indicating some relations, (2) occurrence of identical/synonymous words/phrases in topic chaining or topic-dominant chaining relation, and (3) similarity between two sentences in list or contrast relation. We applied our method to NHK' News. This method is aimed to make the process of retrieval, summarization, and information extraction more efficient.
DISCOURSE STRUCTURE AND VIDEO
Discourse structure is the subject of a large number of studies in natural language processing. So several methods for estimating the discourse structure of a text have As a result, it is likely that information of video discourse structure is utilized for extracting significant video segments and skimming. Therefore, methods for estimating the discourse structure of videos should be investigated.
As shown, video skimming and extraction of significant segments are closely related to the discourse structure estimation. For this reason, it may be useful to look at them before we discuss some points about discourse structure analysis.
One of the simple ways to skim a video is by using the pair of the first frame/image of the first shot and the first sentence in the transcript. However, this representative pair of image and language is often a poor topic explanation. To solve this problem, Zhang, et.al, pr+ posed a method for key-frame selection by using several image features such as colors, textures, and temporal features including camera operations [Zhang 951 . Also, Smith and [Zadrcnny 911) . In contrast to this, Kurohashi and Nag-pointed out that a detailed knowledge base with broad coverage is unlikely to be constructed in the near future, and that we should analyze discourses using presently available knowledge. For these reasons, they proposed a method for estimating discourse structure by using surface information in sentences [Kurohashi 941 . In video analysis, the same problems occurred. Therefore, we propose here a method for estimating the discourse structure in a news report by using surface information in the transcript.
Next, we shall discuss the definition for discourse unit and coherence relation. As mentioned, discourses are composed of segments (discourse units), and these are connected to previous ones by coherence relations.
However, there has been a variety of definitions for discourse unit and coherence relation. For example, a discourse unit can be a frame, a shot, or a group of several consecutive shots. In this study, we consider one shot or more than one shots as a discourse unit. We will explain how to extract the discourse units in Section 3.1. In contrast to this, coherence relations strongly depend on the genre of video data: dramas, documentaries, news reports, sports castings, and so on. From the number of coherence relations suggested so far, we selected the following relations for our target, news reports: and 97%, respectively, while those of scene change detection were 80% and 90%. We modified the extracted discourse units by hand and used them in the discourse structure analysis described in Section 3.2. In addition, each discourse unit was associated with the corresponding sentences in a transcript by hands. This is because NHK news reports do not have closed captions.
Detection of Coherence Relations
In order to extract discourse structure, we use three kinds of clue information in transcripts: For example, Rule1 in Figure 1 gives a s o r e (20 points) to the reason relation between two adjoining sentences if the NS starts with the expression "rrazenarrr (because)". Rule-2 is applied not only for the neighboring CS but also for farther CSs, by specifying the occurrence of identical words "X" in the condition.
Detection of Word/Phase Chain
In general, a sentence can be divided into two parts: a topic part and a non-topic past. when two sen- 
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Figure 2: hamples of rules for topic/non-topic parts tences are in a topic chaining relation, the same topic is maintained through them. Therefore, the occurrence of identical/synonymous word/phrase (the word/phrase chain) in topic parts of two sentences supports this r e b tion. On the other hand, in the case of topic-dominant chaining relation, a dominant constituent introduced in a non-topic part of a prior sentence becomes a topic in a succeeding sentence. As shown, the word/phrase chain from a non-topic part of a prior sentence to a topic part of a succeeding sentence supports this relation.
For these reasons, w e detect word/phrase chains and calculate reliable scores in the next way:
1. give scores to words/phrases in topic and nontopic parts according to the degree of their importance in sentences,
2.
give scores to the matching of identical/synonymous words/phrases according to the degree of their agreement, and chained words/phrases and the score of their matching.
3.
give these relations the sum of the scores of two For example, by Rulea and Rule-b in Figure 2 , words in a phrase whose head word is followed by a topic marking postposition "wu" are given some scores as topic parts. Also, a word in a non-topic part in the sentential style, "gu am (there is ...)" is given a large score (11 points)
by R u k c in Figure 2 Table 1 . In this experiment, three topic chaining and one topic-dominant chaining relations could not be extracted. The reasons were (1) the topic words of the following sentences were omitted and (2) the topic word was changed (e.g., driver + man who drove the car). Also, 3 elaboration relations could not be extracted. This was because there were no clue expressions for the elaboration relation in the sentences. On the contrary, we could extract clue expressions for list and contrast relations. However, it was difficult to find the connected sentence because the similarity between NS and CSs can get rather low.
In this study, we introduce a reliable score for d e termining only one CS and relation. However, in some cases (e.g., a compound sentence), there are many clues for an NS supporting various relations to several CSs.
In these cases, we should have extract more CSs and relation than one.
In this study, we assumed that image and language data correspond to the same portion of a news report. For this reason, it is likely that the relation between images slightly differs from the analysis result when image and language are taken form different portions (correspondence problem between image and language). 
